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Graco Offers

Solutions For:

- Pumps
- Meters
- Reels
- Fluid Management
- Fluid Reclaim Systems

From the first air-powered grease gun to our industry-leading Fire-Ball® pump, Graco’s Lubrication Equipment Division is what started it all. We manufacture equipment to monitor, control, manage and dispense fluids. Offering innovative equipment for all your vehicle services, industrial and automatic lubrication needs. We offer a full range of high-quality pumps, meters, valves, hose reels and accessories to increase production and reduce waste and downtime.

More Than 90 Years in the Lubrication Business

From the first air-powered grease gun to our industry-leading Fire-Ball® pump, Graco’s Lubrication Equipment Division is what started it all. We manufacture equipment to monitor, control, manage and dispense fluids. Offering innovative equipment for all your vehicle services, industrial and automatic lubrication needs. We offer a full range of high-quality pumps, meters, valves, hose reels and accessories to increase production and reduce waste and downtime.

Graco offers a full line of quality equipment to meet the varying needs of vehicle maintenance and repair. Streamline your workflow and move more lubricants through your shop. We offer reliable, high-quality equipment you can depend on for fuel, diesel, antifreeze, oil and grease. Our versatile fluid inventory control and management systems are designed to accurately track the use of oil, antifreeze and other automotive fluids at vehicle maintenance facilities, and our lubrication equipment ensures you deliver fluids to the right spot in your shop. From light-duty applications to high-performance concepts designed for heavy-duty jobs, our equipment is known for its rugged, durable and long-life design.

Fluid Management and Control

Use Pulse® Pro or Pulse FC to capture the insight, control and analytics necessary to make faster, smarter decisions – and drive efficiency in the connected modern shop.

Fluid Reclaim

Shave, extract and transfer used fluids with ease. Choose from our full line of portable antifreeze and oil receivers. For larger facilities, check out our track receivers for managing large volumes of used fluids.

Pumps

A complete range of oil, gas, transfer and specialty pumps and packages for efficiently moving fluids and lubricants. Air-operated, hydraulic, and electric models available to fit any application.

Meters and Dispense Valves

Electronic and mechanical meters and valves for dispensing oil, gas and windshield washer.

Hose and Cord Reels

A complete line of light, standard and heavy-duty hose and cord reels, meeting the demands of manufacturing and field service providers.

Graco Inc.
P.O. Box 1441
Minneapolis, MN 55440
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**Fluid Management and Control**

**Pumps**

- Fast-Ball®/Fast-Flo®
- LD Series™ Pump
- Fire-Ball® Pumps
- GT 750™
- Dyna-Star®/Power-Star™
- NXT® Supply Systems
- Husky® Diaphragm Pumps
- LD Series™ Blue Pumps

**Meters and Dispense Valves**

- Grease Dispense Valves
- SDV15 and XD20 Control Valves
- SD Series™ Mechanical Meters
- LD5s Meters
- EM® Series Meters
- SD Series™ DEF Meter & Valves
- SD Series™ DEF Meter & Valves

**Hose and Cord Reels**

- SD Series™ Cord and Light Reels
- LD Series™
- SD 10 / 20 Series™
- XD 10 / 20 / 30 Series™
- XD 40 / 50 Series™
- XD 60 / 70 / 80 Series™ Premium Pitch

**Fluid Reclaim**

- Pulse® Hub
- Pulse® Pro Meter
- Pulse® TLM
- Pulse® PAC
- Pulse® FC
- Pulse® FC Upgrade Kit
- Oil & Coolant™
- Oil Ace™

---

**Hose and Cord Reels**

- EnsoSure®
- Factory reverb options
- Neoprene, nitrile, Teflon®
- Reinforced rubber, neoprene, Teflon®
- Full flow length, easy to use

---

**Fluid Reclaim**

- Designed for automated dealerships, fast lube centers, service areas, heavy-duty dealerships and fleet service facilities
- Controls, monitors and transfers easily and quickly
- Large 25-pulldown capacity with built-in right-angle threaded fluid
- Columnless fluid and filter heads
- Color-specific reader for easy identification

---

**Pumps**

- Free-flow at 100 psi (6.9 bar):
  - Ratios for grease: 3:1, 5:1
  - Ratios for oil: 1:1
  - Free-flow at 100 psi (6.9 bar):
  - Ratios for grease: 3:1, 5:1
  - Ratios for oil: 1:1

---

**Meters and Dispense Valves**

- Designed for daily use in dealerships, fleet service and manufacturing
- Non-metal and reinforced options available
- Multiple adapters available
  - Nozzle: 1/4 in
  - Inlet: 3/8 in and 1/2 in
  - Dynamic range: 5,000 psi (34 bar)

---

**Hose and Cord Reels**

- Easy rewind with minimal hose guidance
- Fully ported swivel and shaft for unrestricted flow
- Complete simultaneous dispenses
- Easy installation
- Records barcodes automatically with an ultrasonic reader

---

**Fluid Reclaim**

- Designed for enclosed fluid inventory
- Pump set up is self-confirms automatically after dispense, providing facilities with an efficient cleanup.
- Back in mounting bracket for easy installation.
- 2 in 36 in, 60 in, 90 in, 126 in

---

**Pumps**

- Ideal for low-voltage, short-run transfer
- Reduced contamination with low friction
- No metal and reinforced options available
- Multiple adapters available
  - Nozzle: 1/4 in
  - Inlet: 3/8 in and 1/2 in
  - Dynamic range: 5,000 psi (34 bar)

---

**Fluid Reclaim**

- Designed for enclosed fluid inventory
- Pump set up is self-confirms automatically after dispense, providing facilities with an efficient cleanup.
- Back in mounting bracket for easy installation.
- 2 in 36 in, 60 in, 90 in, 126 in

---

**Pumps**

- Designed for high-volume applications
- Ideal for medium-volume applications
- Designed for low-volume applications
- Designed for high-volume applications
- Designed for medium-volume applications
- Designed for low-volume applications

---

**Meters and Dispense Valves**

- Designed for daily use in dealerships, fleet service and manufacturing
- Non-metal and reinforced options available
- Multiple adapters available
  - Nozzle: 1/4 in
  - Inlet: 3/8 in and 1/2 in
  - Dynamic range: 5,000 psi (34 bar)

---

**Hose and Cord Reels**

- EnsoSure®
- Factory reverb options
- Neoprene, nitrile, Teflon®
- Reinforced rubber, neoprene, Teflon®
- Full flow length, easy to use

---

**Fluid Reclaim**

- Designed for automated dealerships, fast lube centers, service areas, heavy-duty dealerships and fleet service facilities
- Controls, monitors and transfers easily and quickly
- Large 25-pulldown capacity with built-in right-angle threaded fluid
- Columnless fluid and filter heads
- Color-specific reader for easy identification